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Abstract

   Traffic statistics form an important part of operations and
   maintenance data that are used to create demand matrices and for
   capacity planning in networks.  Segment Routing (SR) is a source
   routing paradigm that uses stack of labels to represent a path.  The
   SR path specific state is not stored in any other node in the network
   except the head-end node of the SR path.  Traffic statistics specific
   to each SR path are an important component of the data which helps
   the controllers to lay out the SR paths in a way that optimizes the
   use of network resources.  SR paths are inherently ECMP aware.

   As SR paths do not have state in the core of the network, it is not
   possible to collect the SR path traffic statistics accurately on each
   interface.  This document describes an MPLS forwarding plane
   mechanism to identify the SR path to which a packet belongs and so
   facilitate accounting of traffic for MPLS SR paths.

   The mechanisms described in this document may also be applied to
   other MPLS paths (i.e., Label Switched Paths) and can be used to
   track traffic statistics in multipoint-to-point environments such as
   those where LDP is in use.

Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at https://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
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   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on April 25, 2018.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2017 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust’s Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (https://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Figure 1 describes an SR enabled network with Node-SIDs and Anycast-
   SIDs assigned.  The SR-Paths with label stacks are as shown in the
   diagram.  The SR-Paths are created (possibly by a central controller)
   so as to maximize the network resource utilization such as bandwidth.
   Based on the traffic carried by the SR-Paths, they need to be re-
   routed occasionally to balance the bandwidth utilization.  SR-Paths
   are inherently ECMP aware.

   For example, SR-Path3 in the diagram is balanced across equal cost
   paths B->C->D and B->G->D.  When there is congestion on the link
   between B and C, the SR path causing the congestion needs to be
   identified and re-routed.  SR paths do not have separate control or
   forwarding state in any node other than the head-end.  Traffic
   measurement at the head-end node is insufficient to determine the
   contribution of each SR path to the congestion on the link because of
   ECMP or Weighted ECMP balancing.

   Per-SID traffic measurement on every interface gives some informtion
   about the traffic carried, but is not sufficient to correctly measure
   traffic carried by each SR path on the link.  If it were possible to
   identify to which SR path each packet belonged, that information
   could be used by an external entity to re-route the SR paths to
   maximize resource utilization.

   As SR paths do not have state in the core of the network, it is not
   possible to collect the SR path traffic statistics accurately on each
   interface.  This document describes an MPLS forwarding plane
   mechanism to identify the SR path to which a packet belongs and so
   facilitate accounting of traffic for MPLS SR paths.

   The mechanisms described in this document may also be applied to
   other MPLS paths (i.e., Label Switched Paths) and can be used to
   track traffic statistics in multipoint-to-point environments such as
   those where LDP is in use.
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                         Anycast-SID:100
      SID:10    SID:20   SID:30          SID:40    SID:50
      +----+    +----+   +----+          +----+    +----+
      | A  |----| B  |---| C  |----------| D  |----| E  |
      +----+    +----+   +----+          +----+    +----+
                 /  \     |               /
                /    \    |              /
               /      \   |             /
          +----+      +----+           /
          | F  |      | G  |-----------
          +----+      +----+
          SID:60      SID:70
                      Anycast-SID:100

       SRGB: 1000-2000 on all routers
       SR-Path1: A-> 1020,1030
       SR-Path2: A-> 1020,1100,1040
       SR-Path3: F-> 1020,1040
       SR-Path4: A-> 1020,1040,1060

                         Figure 1: Sample Network

2.  Motivation

   The motivation of this document is to provide a solution to enable
   traffic measurement statistics per SR-Path on any node and any link
   in the network.  The objectives listed below help to achieve the
   requirements in a variety of deployments.

   1.  The control plane MUST be free of any per SR path state.

   2.  The forwarding plane MUST be free of any per SR path state.

   3.  The number of counters created to measure traffic SHOULD be
       optimized.

   4.  The additional information carried in each packet SHOULD be
       minimized.

   5.  The mechanism SHOULD be applicable to all MPLS environments.

3.  Terminology

   Source-SID:  The (globally unique) Node-SID of the head-end node
      which places traffic on the SR path.  This is a 20 bit number
      excluding 0-15 and may be encoded in an MPLS label field.
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   SR-Path-Identifier:  An SR-Path-Identifier is an identifier for each
      SR path in the network.  It is unique per source (head-end) node.
      Thus the combination of Source-SID and SR-Path Identifier uniquely
      identifies an SR path within a network.  The SR-Path Identifier is
      a 20 bit number excluding 0-15 and may be encoded in an MPLS label
      field.  See Section 4.

   SR-Path-Indicator:  The SR-Path-Indicator is an MPLS Special Purpose
      Label [RFC7274].  This label indicates the presence of an SR-Path
      Identifier and an Source Node-SID encoded in MPLS label stack
      entries and situated immediately below this label stack entry in
      the label stack.

   SR-Path-Stats Labels:  The SR-Path-Indicator, SR-Path-Identifier, and
      Source-SID together are termed as the SR-Path-Stats Labels.

4.  SR-Path Identifier

4.1.  Centrally Managed SR Paths

   In controller-based deployments, a controller creates an SR policy,
   associates a segment list and a Binding SID to the policy, and sends
   it to the head-end of the SR path as described in
   [I-D.filsfils-spring-segment-routing-policy].  When the head-end node
   receives this policy, it creates a locally-unique identifier for each
   the SR path network and associates it with SR-TE Policy.  The SR-
   Path-Identifier associated with the policy is advertised back to the
   controller using mechanisms described in
   [I-D.ietf-idr-te-lsp-distribution].

   The SR-Path-Identifier is used for the purpose of traffic accounting
   as described in Section 5.

4.2.  Locally Managed SR Paths

   Deployments which do not use a central controller for managing the
   network configure locally manage SR-Paths on the head-end router.
   Every SR path in the network is identified using a Source-SID and a
   soure-unique SR-Path-Identifier.  The head-end node generates the SR-
   Path-Identifier for each SR path and associates it with the SR path.

5.  Use of the SR-Path-Identifier and Source-SID

   The SR-Path-Identifier is a 20 bit number created by the head-end
   node as described in Section 4.  The SR-Path-Identifier and Source-
   SID are inserted in the packet below a Special Purpose Label called
   the SR-Path-Indicator.  The three values are each carried in a label
   stack entry as shown in Figure 2.
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    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SR-Path-Indicator            | TC  |S|       TTL     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          Source-SID                   | TC  |S|       TTL     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SR-Path-Identifier           | TC  |S|       TTL     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

     Figure 2: The SR-Path-Stats Labels Encoded in Label Stack Entries

   The SR-Path-Indicator label value is TBD-1 to be assigned by IANA.

   The Source-SID is inserted immediately below the SR-Path-Indicator,
   and the SR-Path-Identifier is inserted below the Source-SID.

   The SR-Path-Indicator label indicates that the two MPLS label stack
   entries that follow carry the Source-SID and SR-Path-Identifier.
   These three label stack entries MUST NOT be used for forwarding, and
   if they are encountered at the top of the label stack (for example,
   at the egress node) they MUST be stripped.

   An intermediate node in the network can look into the packet and
   account the traffic based on the Source-SID and SR-Path-Identifier.

   Because it is necessary that the SR-Path-Stats labels are removed
   when they are found at the top of the label stack, the node imposing
   the label stack (the ingress) must know which nodes are capable of
   stripping the labels.  This ability is advertised in IGP
   advertisements defined in TBD and TBD.

6.  Inserting the SR-Path-Identifier in Packets

   The Source-SID and SR-Path-Identifier are used as a key to account
   the SR path traffic.  The forwarding plane entities should look up
   the Source-SID and SR-Path-Identifier values to account the traffic
   against the right path counters.

   The SR-Path-Stats Labels are normally placed at the bottom of the
   label stack.

   Forwarding hardware may have limitations and not support accessing
   the label stack beyond certain depth.  In such cases, the hardware
   will not be able to find the SR-Path-Stats Labels at the bottom of
   the label stack if the stack is too deep.  To support traffic
   accounting in such cases it is necessary to insert the SR-Path-Stats
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   Labels within the Readable Label Stack Depth Capability (RLDC) of the
   nodes in the SR path.  The extensions defined in
   [I-D.ietf-ospf-segment-routing-msd] and
   [I-D.ietf-isis-segment-routing-msd] describe how the MSD supported by
   each node is advertised.  The head-end node SHOULD insert the SR-
   Path-Stats Labels at a depth in the label stack such that the nodes
   in the SR path can access the SR-Path-Identifier for accounting.  The
   SR-Path-Stats Labels may be present multiple times in the label stack
   of a packet.

   In general, if all the nodes in the network support RLDC which is
   more than the label-stack depth being pushed at the head-end node
   then the SR-Path-Stats Labels SHOULD be pushed at the bottom of the
   label-stack.  If there are service labels to be inserted, they MUST
   be pushed at the bottom of the stack.  If entropy labels [RFC6790]
   are to be inserted they SHOULD be pushed next.  The SR-Path-Stats
   Labels SHOULD be pushed next.

   It is possible to partially deploy this feature when not all the
   nodes in the network support the extensions defined in this document.
   In such scenarios, the special labels MUST NOT get exposed on the top
   of the label stack at a node that does not support the extensions
   defined in this document.  This may require multiple blocks of SR-
   Path-Stats Labels to be inserted in the packet header.

   If the egress has not indicated that it is capable of removing the
   SR-Path-Stats Labels, then they MUST NOT be placed at the bottom of
   the label stack.  In this case the SR-Path-Stats Labels SHOULD be
   placed at a point in the label stack such that they will be found at
   the top of stack by the latest node in the SR path that is capable of
   removing them.  In this way, traffic accounting can be performed
   along as much of the SR path as possible.

7.  Traffic-Accounting for Sub SR-Paths in the Network

   SR paths may require large label stacks.  Some hardware platforms do
   not support creating such large label stacks (i.e., imposing a large
   number of labels at once).  To overcome this limitation sub-paths are
   created within the network, and Binding-SIDs are allocated to these
   sub-paths.  When the label representing a Binding-SID is processed it
   is swapped for a stack of labels.  When a head-end node builds the
   label stack for an SR path, it may use these Binding-SIDs to reduce
   the depth of the label stack it has to impose and effectively
   constructs the end-to-end SR path from a series of sub-paths

   The sub-paths are not accounted separately.  Accounting is performed
   on the end-to-end SR paths.  However, edge routers MAY create
   Binding-SIDs for BGP-SR-TE Policies as described in
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   [I-D.ietf-idr-segment-routing-te-policy].  Traffic accounting for the
   traffic carried on the SR paths indicated by these Binding-SIDs can
   be done separately by allocating separate SR-Path-Identifiers for
   these sub-paths.

8.  Forwarding Plane Procedures

   To support per-path traffic accounting, the forwarding plane in a
   router MUST look through the label stack of a packet for the first
   instance of the SR-Path-Indicator.  The label values in the next two
   label stack entries are the Source-SID and the SR-Path-Identifier.
   These two label values are used as the key for accounting SR path
   traffic.

   The SR-Path-Identifier may be located at different depth in the
   packet based on the RLDC of nodes in the network as described in
   Section 6.  Finding the SR-Path-Identifier in the packet may be a
   costly operation and MUST NOT be done unless if SR path accounting is
   enabled on the device.  Implementations MUST include a device-wide
   configuration option to enable and disable SR path accounting, and
   this option MUST default to "off".  Implementations SHOULD include
   more granular configuration (such as per-interface).

   A further configuration option is to limit the type of packets to
   which the procedures described in this section are applied.  Thus,
   the forwarding plane could be configured to inspect only SR packets,
   or only MPLS packets established using a specific control plane
   technique (such as LDP).  The top label on the incoming packet can be
   used to determine the nature of the packet and whether to search for
   the SR-Path-Identifier.  The SR labels are predictable and are mostly
   assigned from SRGB or SRLB.  If the top label belongs to any of these
   label blocks the procedures described in this section may be applied.
   If the SR label is allocated dynamically as in case of dynamic
   Adjacency-SIDs, it may be difficult to identify whether the label
   belongs to SR.  It is RECOMMENDED to use configured Adjacency-SIDs
   when SR path traffic accounting is enabled.

   If the top label of the incoming packet is of the right type for
   accounting and if other appropriate configuration options are
   enabled, then packet’s label stack MUST be examined label by label
   until an SR-Path-Indicator label is found.  The label below SR-Path-
   Indicator label is the Source-SID label and SR-Path-Identifier label.
   The {incoming interface, SR-Path-Identifier, Source SID} together are
   the key for traffic accounting.

   If a counter does not already exist for that three-tuple, a new
   counter SHOULD be created.  If a counter already exists, it MUST be
   incremented.
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   There is no requirement to preemptively create counters for every
   incoming interface and every SID: the counters need only be created,
   when a packet is received with the new SR-Path-identifier.  This will
   significantly reduce the number of counters that need to be
   instantiated as not every interface will receive traffic for any
   particular SR path.

   If the SR-Path-Indicator is the top label in a packet, the three SR-
   Path-Stats labels are popped and further processing is based on the
   remaining labels in the label stack.  Implementations MUST make sure
   the traffic accounting is carried out before the SR-Path-Stats labels
   are popped.

9.  Consideration of Protection Mechanisms

   SR paths typically consist of one or more Node-SIDs, Adjacency-SIDs,
   Anycast-SIDs, and Binding-SIDs.  A variety of protection mechanisms
   may be in place for these SIDs as described in
   [I-D.ietf-spring-resiliency-use-cases].  When the head-end node
   inserts the SR-Path-Stats labels in the label stack, the place in the
   stack is decided based on whether the node where the special label
   gets exposed is capable of popping those labels.

   When link protection is enabled, the traffic reaches the next-hop
   node before moving to towards the destination.  With link-protection
   enabled, there is no risk of exposing the special labels at a node
   that does not support the extensions.

   When node-protection is enabled, the traffic skips the next-hop node
   and reaches the next-next-hop towards the destination.  In this case
   there is a possibility of special labels getting exposed at a node
   (the Merge Point) that does not support the extensions described in
   this document.  In such cases, the node that receives the packet with
   special label at the top will discard the packet according to the
   processing rules of Section 3.18 of [RFC3031].  When using extensions
   described in this document for traffic accounting and with node-
   protection enabled in the network, it is RECOMMENDED to make sure all
   the nodes in the network support the extension.

10.  Backward Compatibility

   The extensions described in this document are backward compatible.
   Nodes that do not support the extensions defined in this document
   will not account the traffic (they will not search for the SR-Path-
   Indicator), but will forward traffic as normal.

   While inserting the SR-Path-Stats labels, the head-end router MUST
   ensure that the labels are not exposed to the nodes that do not
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   support them.  If an error is made such that the SR-Path-Stats labels
   are exposed at the top of the label stack at a node that does not
   support this document then that node will discard the packets
   according to [RFC3031].  While the packets will be black-holed, no
   further harm will be caused to the network, and since this is a
   configuration or implementation error, this is an acceptable
   situation.

   If an appropriate point in the label stack cannot be found for the
   insertion of the SR-Path-Stats labels, the head-end node, head-end
   MUST NOT insert the SR-Path-Stats labels, but SHOULD continue to
   label and transmit data.  Under such circumstances the head-end node
   SHOULD also log the event.  A head-end or central controller MAY seek
   an alternate SR path that allows traffic accounting.

11.  Scalability Considerations

   The counter space is a limited resource in hardware.  As described in
   Section 8 counters need only be created, when a packet is received
   with the an SR-Path-Identifier.  Furthermore, counters need only be
   maintained where collection of statistics is configured.

   Head-end nodes MUST NOT insert SR-Path-Stats labels by default.
   Careful configuration of which SR paths have statistics collection
   enabled will help to minimize the number of counters that need to be
   maintained at transit nodes.

   Transit nodes that are constrained for the number of counters that
   they can support MAY implement mechanisms that sacrifice some under-
   used counters to create new counters.

12.  Security Considerations

   As noted in Section 11 the counter space is a limited resource in
   hardware.  This document introduces dynamic creation of counters
   based on packet headers of the incoming packets.  There is the
   possibility that a DOS attack is mounted by requesting new counter
   creation on each packet.  Implementations SHOULD monitor the counter
   space and generate appropriate warnings if the counter space is
   getting exhausted.  Implementations SHOULD control the rate at which
   the counters get created to mitigate DOS attacks.

13.  IANA Considerations

   IANA maintains a registry called the "Multiprotocol Label Switching
   Architecture (MPLS) Label Values" registry.  IANA is requested to
   make a new assignment from this registry as follows:
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    Value | Description         | Reference
   -------+---------------------+-------------
    TBD-1 | SR Path Indicator   | [This.I-D]
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